12 to 15 projects at different stages of development.
You have to kiss a lot of frogs in television (and you
can be sure someone’s pitching a series of frog-kissing
celebrities to Channel 5).
And what can I say – three writers means a three-way
split. It’s hard to get rich on one third of a script fee,
even harder on one third of a development deal. And
that’s before the expenses kick in. Our office doesn’t
come cheap but it’s infinitely preferable to the long days

wellbeing

spent hunkered down in a corner of Caffè Nero, shotgunning espressos while flat-batting the steely glares of
irritated neighbours.
Comedy writers are an unconventional bunch,
morose and moody, touchy but rarely feely. But writing
in a threesome makes a lot of sense and a lot of laughter.
Like any long-term marriage, it involves compromise,
communication, shared objectives and nowhere near
enough sex. =
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riters spend so much time hunched over
a keyboard that we often need something
physical – a walk, a swim, the gym – to get
us up and out, get the blood circulating again. For me
the gym is a place of horror (to tell the truth I’ve never
been to one) but I discovered early on that yoga suited
me perfectly.
I first encountered yoga in a community hall in
Hornchurch, Essex, in the 1970s. I was nine years old
and there with Mum and her glamorous friend Auntie
Joyce. I can’t remember much about the teacher, but I
do remember the thrill of discovering that I was superbendy, and unlike PE, netball, hockey and just about
everything else I’d ever tried, I was quite good at Hatha
yoga and could fold in two with my head on my calves
like the closing jaws of an alligator. My inspiration
was Tangy Pearl the Elastic Girl, from the girls’ comic
Tammy.
The suburban housewives of the 70s from Essex
to Yorkshire (we moved there when I was ten) were
all watching a yoga programme led by guru Richard
Hittleman. He would grimace and look a bit constipated
while breathing out and sucking in his stomach;
ironically this was a posture to improve digestion and
‘massage internal organs’. Mum bought me the book
and I have it still. Happy 12th Birthday Jill: Teach
yourself Yoga in 28 days. And I did, fingers poised
on alternate nostrils as I practised the breathing and
studied Hittleman’s students: the becalmed slender
blondes with serious faces that I would now turn into.
In fact the calm state never arrived, but I did continue
the daily yoga practising. I also began training to be a
yoga teacher. I would schlepp over to an old school hall
in Poplar in East London to study the eight limbs of
yoga, the ancient Sanskrit texts and how to mirror the
students’ postures (‘Raise the right arm’, the teacher
has to say, facing the class and raising her own left one
– trickier than it sounds). There was a vague mention
of going to India to study with BKS Iyengar’s daughter
(I was studying the Iyengar style of yoga) but I had no

funds for that, being unemployed and a secret novelist
at the time. This time my bendiness was both blessing
and tyrant. ‘You’re over extending!’ Peter, my teachertrainer said crossly, but he thought nothing of tying me
with straps into a backward bend over a gym horse so
that I could ‘feel the space between each vertebra’.
I began teaching in the early 80s and had no idea how
much I’d hate the teaching part. Standing in front of
people! Doing asanas in your lycra leotard with them all
looking at you! Saying embarrassing things by accident
like ‘men tend to be stiff here’ meaning the inner thighs
but indicating the groin. My dread meant I had a serious
stomach cramp before every class.
I tried some private tutoring, and this I did for three
years. If I tell you that I charged £3 an hour you might
guess why that job also failed. I did enjoy individual
teaching more than groups though, and it meant there
was time for my writing and to improve my own yoga.
By the ’90s yoga was at last fashionable and I could
probably have made some kind of living by teaching it.
But I’d published my first novel by then and gone off
the idea of yoga teaching as a career.
Still, a lifetime – over 40 years – of doing a little
yoga every day really does have benefits. My mum’s
glamorous friend Joyce is now 94 and can still touch her
toes, and (more usefully) walk to the local shops, and she
is my inspiration. It might be luck rather than yoga, but
I’ve never suffered from insomnia: I sleep like a felled
tree. I am rarely ill. I have never had a back problem
of any kind (even throughout two pregnancies) and am
amazed how unusual this makes me. I do have focus
and find it easy to switch off from other things in order
to concentrate on writing.
I’ve eschewed all that hot yoga and trendy stuff in
favour of the 1970s Richard Hittleman version which
served the suburban housewives of Essex so well and
which I do for only 15 minutes a day. I recommend to
all writers who’d like to improve concentration, help
prevent back problems, relieve shoulder and neck aches
or headaches, or lift their mood that they learn some
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basic yoga from a class and then find a way to make
it a daily habit.
A few years back I went on a week-long yoga
retreat to Ibiza with my friend and fellow novelist,
Louise Doughty. Irina, the Spanish yoga teacher,
would not have been out of place with the becalmed
Hittleman blondes, but all of us, no matter what
our age and flexibility, got something out of the
postures, the breathing and ‘tuning inwards’
she taught us. Yoga helps our immune system,
lowers our blood pressure, improves posture and
circulation.
The spiritual benefits concerned Irina more than
the physical and it was good to be reacquainted
with the yoga philosophy I’d started to study 30
years previously. But I have to admit that my best
moment was the end of the class when we lay down for
the Corpse Posture. (I’ve always been skilled at that
one.) The posture requires you to lie on your back, relax
deeply from toes to head, letting your limbs become
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heavy and imagining your body melting into the floor.
Meanwhile your mind drifts into a liminal, dreamy state
perfect for conjuring up scenes, dialogue and characters.
A confession: most of my novels have been created
this way. =

Takedown

piracy

Claire Anker of the Publishers Association explains what is being done to police
the pirates – and what authors can do to help

C

oming across illegal copies of a book you have
written can make you feel angry and powerless.
An author, publisher or other rightsholder can
send what is known as a takedown notice, which is a
formal request process for notifying a website that you
wish it to remove content or link(s) that infringe your
copyright. But it can feel as if there are few places to
turn to for help or support if a site fails to respond, or
outright rejects the takedown request. And even when a
pirate site does comply, moving on to start all over again
on yet another site can feel overwhelming, and like a
never-ending game of whack-a-mole. New sites appear
from nowhere. Older links refuse to die off.

Authors are not powerless and activity
is not fruitless
Battling piracy may be frustrating, but it isn’t always
fruitless. There are actions that rightsholders can take
and they can be effective. One frustration for authors
is that many of these actions require a certain amount
of knowledge and commitment of time and energy.
Searching and reporting infringing links on websites,
for instance, requires a broad understanding of the
requirements of the US Digital Millennium Copyright
Act (DMCA), as well as a willingness to spend an
awful lot of time copying and pasting information
into takedown notices, formally referred to as DMCA
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notices, which need to be phrased exactly right to match
the requirements of each site. (It also helps if you have a
good understanding of which sites globally legitimately
review and/or sell English-language books online, so
you don’t accidentally report your own customers…)
Many authors may prefer to focus on writing, rather
than attempting to police the internet. This is where
the Publishers Association can help. The PA is the main
trade association for book and journal publishers in the
UK. I work as its Intellectual Property Enforcement
Manager; in other words, I look after the PA’s antipiracy activities on behalf of member rightsholders.
Initially focusing on print piracy in overseas markets,
beginning some decades ago, we have moved our
attention to digital infringements of copyright as ebooks,
e-journals and audiobooks have increased in popularity.
We now run the Copyright Infringement Portal, an
online search system to help rightsholders identify and
report infringing links appearing on pirate websites.
Over the last decade we have helped rightsholders send
out around 5 million takedown notices and successfully
delisted a further 1.9 million matching search results
from search engines.
Authors may still feel that this is a drop in the pirate
ocean. In her SoA blog post of May 2019 Anne Rooney
suggested that it is difficult to see a point in sending
takedown notices when there are so many places to look,
and when there seems to be so little impact, however
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